
GOOD WEBSITES FOR WRITERS

It's here! Did your favorite site make The Write Life's list of best writing websites?.

This offers a wide range of perspective. These sites are great resources and landing spots for future
storytellers. The 29 Best Writing Websites of Updated in January to reflect the best writing websites currently
online. NaNoWriMo The National Novel Writing Month blog provides inspirational posts year round for
when you're stuck with writer's block, and offers guidelines on everything from the publishing process to
finding feedback. Look at these writing communities as a way to share and work on your craft, to get real time
feedback, while cultivating an audience. Language is a Virus Here you will find some articles on the writing
craft. Data is not always accurate Cannot edit own story on app Overall: I created my Inkitt profile on
2â€”11â€”18 and posted a few chapters. Access to an audience in the millions â€” the site has 25 million
members, and that number is always growing â€” has led to big-name book deals for successful Wattpad
authors. This is a great way to really make your short stories come to life, and overall I think it creates a more
engaging platform for readers, meaning your stories can get strong traction. This can give you a huge edge
compared to launching completely unknown. This website contains several tools to help you either get started
or keep going in your writing. Before we take a deeper look at each of the websites above, I thought it might
be a good idea to discuss the benefits of publishing your work online since it was a question I asked myself
when I first learned about these platforms. Available on App or website. I hope this article is helpful. Posting
to these sites are great ways to generate monetary funds, gain beta readers, feedback and exposure. Though the
concept is refreshing, as of right now the site is not what works best for my literary needs. Easy to navigate
and well categorized Very strong Chat and community functions make for a great user engagement This is the
most unique concept of all the writers publishing websites. The challenge is to write a short story every day. In
these archives, she shares insider information about the publishing industry that she thinks will be helpful to
new and aspiring authors. From ideas, to characters, to plot, you can find advice right from the mouth of a
seasoned writer. Though the idea and concept is refreshing, as of right now the site is not for me. Teens can
find and follow their favorite authors and release their own works as serial novels. Even better, these writing
websites are categorized so you can find just what you're looking for at just the right moment. These are tools
that assist with editing, organization, and distraction. This alone can be inspiring for writers, but they offer
many extras: Accountability group. I know it took me a while to sort through all the different online
publishing platform options. This is a fantastic resource for writers who may be feeling stuck or defeated. So
you can literally bring your stories to life by adding photos and images to them. It focuses on collaboration to
create stories The initial writer can come up with a story idea and write the first few hundred words Readers
that enjoy the story can then pick up the story and write what happens next This is not a place if you are
control freak or even Type A personality, but if you want to see where the collaborative brainstorming can
take your story concept, this might be the place. With everything from creative writing advice to publishing
guidelines and everything in between! But teenagers can be a finicky lot: if the adults in their lives are too
excited or too supportive of a new goal, suddenly that aspiration is gone. They run two month-long challenges
each year â€” one in May and one in September. Keep them close and show them appreciation, they are worth
their weight in gold. Quotev is a great place if you would like to read or share fan-fiction. His wealth of
information has already helped thousands of writers. Writers can write and publish their work on Inkett. There
are literal writers' toolboxes filled with assorted caffeinated beverages, napkins with plot outlines scribbled on
them, and USB devices with novels backed up on them, and then there are metaphorical writers' toolboxes
packed with character tics, favorite quotes, andâ€”you guessed itâ€”writing websites! Make sure you have a
concept that readers want, what better market research than actually putting a bit of the work out there in the
universe to gauge first-hand interest.


